Kisses from Planet Love: THE SPIRIT with Jelena Jensen and Ron Jeremy at Venus 2012

Berlin, October 18th, 2012: „Emmanuelle“ star Sylvia Kristel died on the day of Venus opening but the show had to go on. Living legend Ron Jeremy is not just the biggest male erotic star - he was also working with Robert De Niro and director John Frankenheimer („Ronin“, 1998) or Keira Knightley and Mickey Rourke („Domino“, 2005). Now he got the Venus Lifetime Achievement Award. THE SPIRIT celebrated with him and the actresses Jelena Jensen, Jana Bach and Asia De Ville. One day later Ron gave THE SPIRIT a long interview and talked about why he loves Stanley Kubrick but hates his last film „Eyes Wide Shut“ (1999). And he was remembering the fantastic actor Laurence Harvey („Room of the Top“, „The Manchurian Candidate“, „Of Human Bondage“) who died 1973 with 45 years on cancer. John Frankenheimer (1930 - 2002) told Ron that Larry Harvey „was maybe the first AIDS victim in the USA“. Read soon exclusive interview with Ron Jeremy here at www.spirit-fanzine.de! And now enjoy our picture gallery!
Venus Award Ceremony: THE SPIRIT aka Marc Hairapetian, living actor legend Ron Jeremy and award winning actress Miss Sophie (Berlin-Goya, October 18th, 2012, photo by Sylvio Schwanitz for SPIRIT - EIN LÄCHELN IM STURM www.spirit-fanzine.de)

Kisses from Venus Award Ceremony for all friends of THE SPIRIT: SPIRIT - EIN LÄCHELN IM STURM editor Marc Hairapetian and PR agent Miriam Munoz (Berlin-Goya, October 18th, 2012, photo by Sylvio Schwanitz for SPIRIT - EIN LÄCHELN IM STURM www.spirit-fanzine.de)
THE SPIRIT aka Marc Hairapetian and actress Asia De Ville at Venus Award Ceremony (Berlin-Goya, October 18th, 2012, photo by Sylvio Schwanitz for SPIRIT - EIN LÄCHELN IM STURM
www.spirit-fanzine.de)